This Cryptocurrency was Created by a Cat
by
Dave Dyer

Goldie, my large yellow cat, has created his own cryptocurrency called “The Goldie Bit”.
He creates only a few a day and each one is unique. They can
vary is shape, weight, color and even smell. Since this
combination of characteristics is different for each Goldie Bit,
there is no need for a serial number. Other cryptocurrencies, like
Bitcoin, are all the same and can only be identified by a serial
number. It can be hard to tell if you have an authentic Bitcoin,
but anyone who holds a Goldie Bit in his hands is certain of what
he has. Since Goldie Bits are immediately recognized for what
they are in any culture, they are the ideal international currency.
Producing the daily supply of Goldie Bits is serious business for
Goldie. He has a special place for the creation process that allows
him to hide them immediately in sand. He needs privacy so that
he can concentrate.

Goldie’s staff realizes that Goldie Bits are valuable because they start mining for them right away every
morning. They never miss a day, and if they are out
of town, they have someone else come mine for
them. They prefer to find the Goldie Bits in the same
place each day and get more than a little upset if one
of them ends up in an unusual spot. The enormous
power and value of each Goldie Bit is shown by the
way they are collected and handled. They are
apparently too valuable to be touched by human
hands.
Goldie Bits are perishable so they are immediately
put in an air-tight plastic bag to preserve their
fragrance and consistency. A perishable
cryptocurrency has many advantages, but the most
important is that it must be spent quickly before it
deteriorates. The economy will grow because
money will circulate faster. People who keep their Goldie Bits and refuse to spend them will be sorry. A
bag of gold can just sit there for years and never be spent: Goldie Bits demand action.

His staff stores the sealed bags of
Goldie Bits in yet another container
and they are eventually moved
outside into large portable storage
containers provided by the
government. They are hidden in these
containers until uniformed state
agents come to take them away in
large armored trucks with warning
signs and flashing lights. These trucks
take them to a secret location where
access is strictly limited. Very few
people have actually been there.

The production process can be strenuous and Goldie often takes a little nap when he is done.

“Man, that was a big load of Goldie Bits!! The world economy is safe for another day.”

